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North American deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) are the primary reservoir for Sin Nombre 
orthohantavirus, and they play a significant role in the maintenance and transmission of disease 
across the landscape. Vital rates, such as survival, are a key component to understanding how 
disease spreads in a population. Understanding environmental factors that influence survival may 
allow for development of a predictive model that can assess disease risk in deer mice and, thus, a 
corresponding increased disease risk for humans. Our work explored the relationship between 
deer mouse survival and environmental variables at three long-term small mammal trapping sites 
in the United States Southwest. Using Bayesian variable selection, we assessed support for 
normalized difference vegetation index, precipitation, temperature minima and maxima, and 
snow-water equivalent at various time lags. From the selection process we formulated a robust-
design capture-mark-recapture model in a Bayesian framework to quantify the effect of the 
selected variables on deer mouse survival. We found that survival varied by location and no one 
set of variables best explained survival across all sites. Consistencies between sites indicate that 
survival of deer mice follows a seasonal trend and does not vary by sex. Some of our results 
contrast previous work focused on use of environmental variables to predict deer mouse 
abundance and did not provide a consistent finding around which to formulate a predictive 
model. Future modeling efforts should focus on assessing both survival and reproduction as well 
as consideration of a more place-specific approach that includes additional variables that 
influence survival in different ecological contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
 
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Zoonoses 
The rapid spread and widespread global impacts of SARS-CoV-2 serve as a testament to the 
vulnerability of the human population to novel diseases. Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) 
represent a substantial threat to global health, safety, and stability with an estimated 14.9 of the 
55 million average annual human deaths worldwide resulting from EIDs (Taylor et al. 2001, 
Morens et al. 2004, Morens & Fauci 2013). An emerging infectious disease is a disease for 
which incidence has increased in the past twenty years and is likely to increase in frequency or 
geographic range (Jones et al. 2008). Emerging and reemerging infectious diseases place 
significant burdens on health and economies but quantifying economic impacts of epidemics and 
pandemics poses significant challenges (Morens et al. 2004, Morens & Fauci 2013).  
Global cost estimates associated with the 2002-2004 SARS-CoV epidemic were 
estimated to be approximately $54 billion (~$75 billion with inflation) (Lee & McKibbin 2004). 
Cost projections from the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 pandemic range from $2 to $82 trillion, a 
reflection of the amount of gross domestic product at risk (Congressional Research Service 2020, 
McKibbin &Fernando 2020, United Nations 2020). Although these estimates are highly 
uncertain given the fluid nature of the evolving pandemic, they reflect the gravity, scale, 
distribution, and disruption associated with EID spillover events and subsequent pandemics.  
The threats EIDs pose beyond socio-economic impacts and mortality associated with 
infection include disability or long-term health impacts associated with infection (morbidity), 
infections that lead to opportunistic and more deadly infections (higher susceptibility), increasing 
incidence of drug-resistant microbes, and bio-weaponization (e.g., anthrax) (Lederberg et al. 
2003). In developing countries, EIDs have a disproportionate effect on small children, and 
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governments often lack funding or resources to prepare for and handle outbreaks adequately 
(Global Preparedness Monitoring Board – World Health Organization 2019). In particular, 
developing countries in parts of Africa, the Middle East, and Asia also serve as emerging disease 
hotspots and carry most of the emerging disease burden (Cleaveland et al. 2017, Cunningham et 
al. 2017). Various factors increase opportunities for disease emergence including human 
demographics and behavior, land-use change, land conversion, economic development, 
international travel and commerce, microbial adaptation and change, and climate change (Morse 
2004, Cunningham et al. 2017). These factors, in isolation or combination, often change the 
frequency with which humans interact with their environment, providing opportunities for 
pathogens to emerge. 
Over 1,400 species of bacteria, fungi, helminths, protozoa, and viruses are classified as 
human pathogens.  Zoonoses, diseases transmitted from animals to humans, constitute a 
significant portion of these pathogens (Slingenbergh et al. 2004). Zoonotic disease transmission 
from wildlife or domestic animals occurs on a spectrum of intensity and has for thousands of 
years. Approximately 75% of EIDs are zoonotic pathogens (Gebreyes et al. 2014). Recent 
research indicates significant zoonotic disease emergence increases within the past 70 years, and 
data suggest that increases in emergence are not a result of increased reporting and surveillance 
(Jones et al. 2008). Notable zoonotic emerging and reemerging infectious diseases include 
coronaviruses, influenza, Ebola, Nipah, tuberculosis, brucellosis, and orthohantaviruses (Mackey 
et al. 2014). Some evidence suggests that the orders Chiroptera and Rodentia host a 
disproportionate number of viruses compared to other taxonomic orders and are often associated 
with spillover events (Luis et al. 2013, Morens and Fauci 2013, Han et al. 2016).  
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 Zoonotic diseases, and more generally pathogens, have complex epidemiologies and can 
exhibit dramatic seasonal and interannual variation. Numerous studies attribute the recent and 
sustained increase in zoonotic disease prevalence and spillover events to a variety of factors, 
including weather/climatic patterns (Morens et al. 2013). Climate change, extreme weather 
events, and variations in annual precipitation and temperatures influence habitats at multiple 
spatial scales, drive increased human-reservoir interactions, and alter reservoir/vector behaviors 
(Polegreen & Polegreen 2018, Carver et al. 2015, Altizer et al. 2013). Changes in humidity, 
precipitation, and temperature can lead to increases in reservoir and vector distribution across the 
landscape, affect life cycles of both pathogens and their respective reservoirs or vectors, and 
facilitate vector and reservoir population increases (Polegreen & Polegreen 2018). The impacts 
of climate and weather have been more extensively studied on vector-borne diseases – how they 
affect vector (arthropod) populations, distribution, and abundance – than for directly transmitted 
diseases and effects on vertebrate reservoir hosts (Mills et al. 2010, Fouque & Reeder 2019).   
Disease processes happen at multiple scales and understanding host ecology is a crucial 
underpinning of wildlife disease epidemiology. Demographic processes influence disease 
transmission and spread across the landscape and can drive disease prevalence and incidence 
(Milholland et al. 2019). Many wildlife diseases have density-dependent transmission, wherein 
prevalence (proportion infected) increases as population density increases. For those systems 
without density-dependent transmission, incidence (number infected) can increase without a 
concomitant increase in prevalence, which is a key risk factor to spillover in humans (Luis et al. 
2018). Another important contributor to disease impacts is host survival, which often determines 
infectious periods (how long a host is contagious). Age structure can also influence disease 
transmission, depending on the influence of certain age/sex classes on the disease system.   
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Many of the environmental factors that drive disease emergence overlap with and are 
directly related to factors that influence demographic processes such as survival, recruitment, and 
fecundity (Morse 2004, Milholland 2019). Therefore, it is important to understand how climate 
affects the demography of the reservoir host to determine how climate influences infectious 
diseases and can be used to develop models that have potential for predicting times of increased 
spillover risk. Evaluating the significance of environmental drivers as they relate to survival and 
reproduction furthers our understanding of how pathogen dynamics play out at different spatial 
and temporal scales. Rodents host more zoonotic diseases than any other taxonomic order (Luis 
et al. 2013, Han et al. 2016). A prime example of a rodent zoonotic EID is Sin Nombre virus 
(SNV) in North American deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus). SNV belongs to the 
Orthohantavirus genus, the first pathogenic strain of which was documented during the Korean 
War (Jonsson et al. 2010).   
Study System 
In 1976, researchers discovered the Hantaan orthohantavirus. This newly documented virus 
caused an outbreak of Korean hemorrhagic fever, infecting approximately 3000 United Nations 
soldiers during the Korean War (Jonsson et al. 2010). The Hantaan River virus is a genus of 
Orthohantavirus in the Hantaviridae family, a newly established family within the order 
Bunyavirales, an assemblage of viruses that includes Rift Valley fever and Crimean-Congo 
hemorrhagic fever (Abudurexiti et al. 2019). Since 1976, virologists have identified more than 25 
types of Old and New World orthohantaviruses largely hosted in rodent populations, twenty of 
which can be directly transmitted to and cause disease in humans (Hjelle & Torres-Pérez 2010). 
Some species, such as the Hantaan orthohantavirus, cause hemorrhagic fever with renal 
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syndrome (HFRS) while others cause hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome (HCPS). HCPS 
manifests exclusively in New World hantaviruses. 
In April 1993, after an outbreak of unexplained pulmonary illness in the southwestern 
United States, dubbed the “Four Corners Outbreak,” the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) isolated the responsible etiologic agent, Sin Nombre orthohantavirus (SNV) 
(Mills 2006). SNV resides in relatively common rodent hosts such as North American deer mice 
(P. maniculatus), white-footed deer mice (P. leucopus), brush mice (P. boylii), western harvest 
mice (Reithrodontomys megalotis), cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus), and marsh rice rats 
(Oryzomys palustris) (Yates et al. 2002, Mills 2006).  
Deer mice exhibit the highest host competency, meaning they carry, sustain, and transmit 
SNV more effectively than other species (Mills 2006). Transmission from rodents to humans 
occurs primarily through inhalation of aerosolized urine and feces or saliva from bites.  HCPS 
outbreaks exhibit episodic highs and lows with variable case fatality rates. During the 1993 
outbreak, the case fatality rate reached 56%, although in recent years the national average 
dropped to 36% (CDC 2017). Currently, no vaccine or therapy exists to prevent or treat HCPS, 
so the best strategy currently is to prevent human infection.  
The Four Corners outbreak spurred several longitudinal studies, in part to clarify 
relationships between reservoir population dynamics and human infection risk. Researchers 
hypothesized that the initial HCPS outbreak in 1993 was a product of atypical climatic 
conditions associated with an El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) event two years’ prior 
(Hjelle & Glass 2000, Carver et al. 2011). Increased precipitation in the spring and summer 
combined with mild winter temperatures corresponded to increased habitat productivity. 
Consequently, these circumstances led to increased population growth and deer mouse density 
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(Abbott et al.1999, Mills et al.1999, Hjelle & Glass 2000). Because transmission is density-
dependent (Luis et al. 2012, Luis et al. 2015, Luis et al. 2018), transmission increased with 
density due to higher contact rates between individuals and led to increased prevalence within 
deer mice and increased risk of spillover to humans. This exemplifies the importance of bottom-
up drivers of population dynamics and their importance to zoonotic disease risk. 
Bottom-up forces, factors that influence space and resource availability, can directly and 
indirectly influence survival and recruitment in deer mouse populations (Meserve et al. 2003, 
Luis et al. 2010). Top-down forces (e.g., predation) may also influence deer mouse populations, 
however, a few studies suggest that deer mice are not significantly affected by predators (Luis et 
al. 2010, Maron et al. 2010). Bottom-up dynamics encompass several factors that may influence 
deer mouse survival, including seasonality, aboveground net primary productivity (ANPP), 
precipitation, and temperature minima and maxima (Mills 2006, Dearing et al. 2009, Luis et al. 
2010). Observational studies highlight that deer mice abundance and SNV prevalence commonly 
exhibit high variation in relation to these environmental factors (Mills et al. 1999, Brown & 
Ernest 2002, Dearing et al. 2009, Luis et al. 2010). This observed relationship supports the 
hypothesis that rodents respond predominantly to bottom-up forces (Krebs & Myers 1974, Luis 
et al. 2010, Thibault et al. 2010). Having a better quantitative understanding of their influences, 
and whether these influences are generalizable regionally or only locally, will help in developing 
models to predict increased risk to humans. 
Understanding patterns of deer mouse population dynamics and changes in density over 
time are critical components to predictively modeling pathogen prevalence. Many studies 
highlight that deer mouse population dynamics play a large role in determining SNV prevalence 
(Graham & Chomel 1997, Root et al. 1999, Douglass et al. 2001, Luis et al. 2010, Luis et al. 
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2012, Luis et al. 2015). Deer mouse population dynamics are key drivers of hantavirus 
prevalence in mice and vary widely over time and space. These variable dynamics are driven 
predominantly by bottom-up seasonal and climatic changes in resources.  Because of these 
variable population dynamics infection dynamics vary, but often infection will fade out locally – 
typically when the population density has dropped considerably and there aren’t enough contacts 
to sustain transmission (Luis et al. 2015). Infection is then reintroduced via an infected 
immigrant. 
The basic reproduction number of a pathogen is referred to as R0. Simply stated, R0 is the 
number of individuals that will be infected if you place one infected individual into a population 
of fully susceptible individuals. Theoretically, when R0 = 2.5 we can expect the infected 
individual to infect2.5 susceptible individuals on average (Ross 1902, Lotka 1923, Anderson & 
May 1982). If R0 < 1 then a pathogen cannot invade and will die out. The transmission threshold 
is when R0 = 1; when R0 is > 1 then an infection can persist and spread. Because there is density-
dependent transmission in this system, R0 varies with density, therefore population density is a 
key driver of infection dynamics (Luis et al. 2015). The minimum number of individuals 
necessary to sustain a pathogen within a population is referred to as the critical host density (the 
density at which R0 = 1). If host density remains below this number, the pathogen cannot persist 
(Luis et al. 2015).  
Using this theory, existing models can adequately predict times of increased prevalence 
within deer mouse populations months in advance using deer mouse density as an input (Luis et 
al. 2015, Luis et al. 2018). However, this requires that we monitor mouse population density, e.g. 
using live-capture traps, which is labor-intensive especially considering how variable mouse 
populations are across space and time. Therefore, having a quantitative understanding of key 
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environmental bottom-up drivers of mouse populations that can be measured remotely may be a 
more tractable and efficient way to predict when reservoir populations will get above the critical 
host density and lead to outbreaks 
Our research builds upon previous work with the deer mouse-SNV system, with the goal 
of identifying the influence of bottom-up forces on survival using environmental covariates. 
Under the supervision of the CDC, researchers at Colorado State University (CSU), University 
of New Mexico (UNM), University of Arizona (UAZ), Yavapai College, and Montana Tech 
(MT) collected twelve years of data (1994 – 2006) from study sites in Arizona, Colorado, 
Montana, and New Mexico (Figure 1.1). We utilized a subset of the field data from the 12-year 
study to assess the relative role environmental factors might play in deer mouse survival.
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. 1. Study sites in Arizona (UAZ, Yavapai), Colorado (CSU), New Mexico (UNM), and Montana (MT), 1994-2006. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELING DEER MOUSE POPULATION DYNAMICS 
INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental underpinning of disease ecology is understanding the role of pathogen reservoir 
population dynamics. Disease reservoirs – animals or plants in which a pathogen lives, 
multiplies, and depends upon for survival – facilitate maintenance, movement, and spread of a 
pathogen across the landscape, playing a substantial role in how and when a pathogen spills over 
from wildlife to humans. Feasibly and reliably predicting spillover risk requires a baseline 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms that influence species demographic processes, such 
as survival. Given the prevalence of zoonotic diseases in rodents, rodent species are a relevant 
model for evaluating factors that influence species survival. We focus on the North American 
deer mouse (Peromyscus manicualtus, hereafter referred to as deer mouse) in semi-arid 
ecosystems of the United States Southwest. 
The deer mouse is one of the most widely distributed mammals in North America, 
occupying a diverse range of habitats. Primarily nocturnal, they spend their time foraging for 
seeds, fruits, flowers, invertebrates, nuts, and other food items. Once they reach sexual maturity 
(~45 days old), females can have multiple litters per year and can breed every three to four 
weeks depending on the season (Kirkland et al. 1989). Females average 4-6 offspring per litter, 
but litter size can vary dramatically, and younger females typically have larger litters (Kirkland 
et al. 1989). In the wild, deer mice are relatively short-lived, with an estimated lifespan of less 
than 1.5 years (Sumner 1922, Kirkland et al. 1989). 
 Deer mouse family units consist of a small group of individuals with a mature male, one 
to a few mature females, and their offspring (Kirkland et al. 1989). In the winter, deer mice can 
aggregate into larger mixed-sex groups and huddle in nests to conserve body heat, and/or enter a 
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daily torpor to reduce body temperature and conserve energy. Deer mice focus activities around 
their nests and food caches. In the southwest, nests are usually constructed just below ground 
level in a self-made or abandoned burrow. Males generally have larger home ranges than 
females, and both sexes will defend territories. Most deer mice exhibit high site fidelity to home 
ranges and young typically do not travel far from natal range (~150 m) (Stickel 1968, Wood et 
al. 2010). Home range sizes vary by sex, season, and food supply (Stickel 1968, Wood et al. 
2010). Deer mouse populations respond to predominately bottom-up processes wherein abiotic 
factors influence the relative availability of resources, such as temperature, precipitation, and 
photoperiod (Hunter & Price 1992). Growth rates of populations are determined by survival and 
reproductive capacity, both of which are constrained by resource availability (Sinclair & Krebs 
2002). 
Arid and semi-arid ecosystems can experience wide temperature extremes, high aridity, 
and generally low and variable precipitation. These factors can dramatically limit resources and 
push plants and animals living in these ecosystems to live near their physiological boundaries 
(Archer & Predick 2008). Small environmental fluctuations in arid and semi-arid ecosystems can 
substantially alter the timing and amount of available resources, subsequently impacting deer 
mouse population growth (Hjelle & Glass 2000, Lima et al. 2003, Holmgren et al. 2006).  
Climate variability associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events can have 
powerful reverberations through food webs in the arid southwest, increasing winter and early 
spring precipitation across the southwest (Hjelle & Glass 2000, Holmgren et al. 2006). Given the 
prevalence of zoonotic disease in rodents, understanding mechanisms that determine food 
resource availability and its subsequent impact on survival is vital as sudden changes in small 
mammal populations can correspond to increased health risks for humans (Hjelle and Glass 
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2000). A variety of environmental factors may be important for the deer mouse feast-or-famine 
lifestyle in the United States southwest as it relates to survival. Here, we focus on normalized 
difference vegetation index (NDVI) – a proxy for net primary productivity, precipitation, 
temperature, and snow-water equivalent (a common snow-pack measurement).  
Biomass is a key indicator of vegetation productivity in ecosystems and can be estimated 
via remotely sensed data, including NDVI. Temperature and precipitation patterns are important 
drivers of vegetation productivity at broad spatial scales, a relationship often reflected by NDVI 
values. Satellite derived data such as NDVI can be useful when assessing climatically driven 
plant phenology in relation to wildlife population dynamics (Glass et al. 2000, Wang et al. 2003, 
Glass et al. 2007). Vegetative growth patterns have been shown to correlate with deer mouse 
abundance. For example, increasing primary productivity is associated with increased deer 
mouse density at various time lags (e.g., anywhere from 3 months to 1.5-years) (Yates et al. 
2002, Glass et al. 2007, Cao et al. 2011) 
 Precipitation strongly determines resource availability in desert ecosystems and is the 
single most important factor in driving vegetation distribution and abundance in ecosystems 
(Holchek et al. 2003). This is particularly true in ecosystems that receive less than 70 centimeters 
(cm) of annual precipitation. Generally, in southwestern ecosystems an increase in rodent density 
occurs after precipitation events with this relationship documented at various spatial and 
temporal scales (Ernest et al. 2000, Brown & Ernest 2002, Thibault et al. 2010). While 
precipitation events may lead to long-term net increases in deer mouse abundance, there is 
evidence that extremely heavy precipitation (as rainfall) can result in short-term decreases in 
abundance. A few studies found negative effects of precipitation on survival of nestling and adult 
deer mice (Brown & Ernest 2002, Calisher et al. 2005, Prevatali et al. 2010). These seemingly 
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contradictory effects of precipitation on deer mouse abundance may result from the relative 
importance of direct (e.g., mortality resulting from floods) versus indirect effects (e.g., increases 
in primary productivity) in a particular season or population (Brown & Ernest 2002, Reed et al. 
2007, Prevatali et al. 2010). Others have highlighted a dampened precipitation driven model for 
deer mouse populations, but the relationship was assessed for long-term trapping sites in 
Montana where the impact may be less dramatic given the mesic system in which data were 
collected (Gorosito & Douglass 2017).  
Temperature influences the rate of germination and, like precipitation, can advance or 
delay plant phenology (Akerman et al. 1980, Kemp 1983). Additionally, extreme temperatures 
can impact homeostasis in wildlife, subsequently leading to thermal stress. Acute and chronic 
exposure to thermal stress can facilitate disease, decrease reproductive performance and, in 
extreme cases, lead directly to mortality (Myers et al. 1985, Demas & Nelson 1998). Wildlife 
already living at the limit of their physiological boundaries may experience reduced cold stress 
during times with higher minimum temperatures (specifically in the winter and spring) and 
reduced heat stress in times with lower maximum temperatures (specifically in summer and 
autumn). In the warm months, nocturnality permits animals to avoid very high temperatures, 
though nighttime air temperatures can remain quite warm (near 30 degrees C) in some areas 
(Walsberg 2000). 
 Snowpack could have either positive or negative effects on survival. In the winter and 
early spring, snow accumulation may afford thermal protection and facilitate subnivean activities 
if the snowpack provides an adequate hiemal layer, the depth of snow required to decouple the 
subnivean environment from ambient air temperatures (15-30 cm) (Pruitt 1957). Insufficient 
snowpack may expose deer mice to cold stress in burrows and while foraging aboveground. 
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Alternatively, prolonged persistent snowpack could have an impact on early spring foraging 
opportunities. Snowpack may play a large role in vegetation dynamics and serve as an important 
source of water for early spring germination, soil moisture recharge, and overwinter survival of 
vegetation (Schlesinger et al. 1997, Muldavin et al. 2008). To our knowledge, the extent to which 
snowpack influences deer mouse survival in arid and semi-arid ecosystems in the Southwest has 
not been empirically evaluated.  
An important factor to consider when modelling climate variable effects on species 
population dynamics are time lags between when an event occurs and subsequent ecosystem 
responses. It is well-established that vegetation communities respond to weather patterns at 
different time scales, and the effects of weather, and more long-term climate, are not often 
immediately apparent in biotic communities (Magnuson 1990, Du Toit et al. 2016, Watts et al. 
2020). Different resources are realized at different periods in time, which may correspond to lags 
in deer mouse survival based on the differences in plant response to climate variability and the 
processes deer mice undergo (Mills et al. 1992, Andreo et al. 2019). For example, Luis et al. 
(2010) explored how deer mouse populations exhibit lagged effects due to key environmental 
drivers. Their study – one of the few studies to include demographic estimates rather than just 
abundance estimates – found that precipitation and temperature best explained NDVI at 2-month 
and 3-month lags, respectively. Their results also indicated deer mouse survival and recruitment 
(births plus immigration) were affected a few months after increased productivity. However, this 
model was only applied to sites in Montana, and applicability to other areas has not been 
evaluated. Long-term ecological research projects at in the Southwest Jornada Basin (New 
Mexico), Portal (Arizona), and Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge (New Mexico) explored 
lagged rodent responses to changing environmental variables, examining lags from 0-24 months 
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(Ernest et al. 2000, Lightfoot et al. 2008, Thibault et al. 2010). Notably, most of these studies 
have low temporal resolution (only 1 or 2 time points a year) and few of the studies that focused 
on time lag effects have utilized consistent lag periods, so questions remain about the appropriate 
time lag dimensions to incorporate in study designs.  
The primary objective of our study was to quantify the relative role environmental 
variables play in deer mouse survival and evaluate how consistent the environmental drivers 
were across contrasting sites in a semi-arid climate. We used data from a large-scale 12-year 
small mammal capture-mark-recapture study in the United States Southwest. Based on previous 
research, we hypothesized that NDVI, precipitation, temperature minima and maxima, snow-
water equivalent, or a combination of these drivers would explain variation in deer mouse 
survival with seasonal differences. We explored a range of time lags for each of these 
environmental variables. To qualitatively assess consistency in environmental drivers across the 
Southwest, we examined 3 different sites, two in similar habitats proximally located in New 
Mexico, and one site in Arizona with markedly different habitat characteristics. Below, we 
compare and contrast findings for these three sites and discuss implications for creating a 
predictive model of deer mouse population dynamics to aid in forecasting zoonotic risk. 
METHODS 
Study Area 
Under the supervision of the CDC, researchers at Colorado State University, University of New 
Mexico, University of Arizona, Yavapai College, and Montana Tech collected twelve years of 
data (1994 – 2006) from 17 study sites in Arizona, Colorado, Montana, and New Mexico. 
Montana Tech continues to collect data at a handful of sites. Sites were subdivided into trapping 
webs (southwest) or grids (Montana) spatially separated by at least 1 kilometer (km). There were 
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48 trapping webs and grids (described in Methods below). Of the 17 sites, we selected three for 
analysis (Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). Although a goal of the broad-scale efforts was to apply a specific 
research question to all sites, the type of data entered, trapping schedules, and the number of 
traps set differed between institutions. We selected sites based on location (all in the southwest), 
consistent monthly trapping interval (Colorado State University sites were only trapped every 6 
weeks), sites where data included a sufficient threshold for deer mouse density (approximately > 
2 mice per ha on average) to assess vital rates, and sites spatially distributed (near and far) to 
compare similarities and differences between environmental drivers. 
Our selected study area includes three sites in the southwestern United States, two in 
New Mexico and one in Arizona. University of New Mexico Zuni and Yavapai College, two 
entities involved with the longitudinal study, selected sites based on a variety of factors including 
suitable habitat for species identified as SNV reservoirs (Peromyscus spp.), evidence of SNV 
infection in the reservoir populations, proximity to areas that had high reporting of HCPS, and 
logistics (Mills et al. 1999). Sites were named after proximate locations (Grand Canyon, Navajo, 
and Zuni) and were further subdivided into trapping webs. (Figure 2.1). Grand Canyon consisted 
of five different webs, Navajo two webs, and Zuni three webs. Webs not containing enough 
long-term data were eliminated from our analyses (Grand Canyon F and G, Zuni 3). 
The three Grand Canyon sites occur in the Arizona/New Mexico Mountains ecoregion, 
distinguished by lower elevation (2000-2590 m) mountain ranges and vegetation indicative of 
warm, dry environments. Part of the Northern Woodlands and Sagebrush sub-ecoregion, the sites 
are dominated by interior chaparral (Quercus spp.) and piñon-juniper woodland (Pinus edulis, 
Pinus monophylla, Juniperus spp.), and include a component of sagebrush (Artemisa spp.). 
Although lacking plant diversity compared to regions further south, common shrubs, forbs, and 
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grasses include ponil (Fallugia paradoxa), fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), Mormon tea 
(Ephedra nevadensis), Stansbury cliffrose (Purshia stansburiana), needle-and-thread 
(Hesperostipa comata), sideoats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), black grama (B. eriopoda), 
galleta (Pleuraphis jamesii), and muttongrass (Poa fendleriana) (Thornton, Running & White 
1997). Climate in the region varies considerably with elevation and topography, resulting in 
distinct and ecologically relevant microclimates. Regional average low temperatures range from 
-10°C in January to 9°C in July, while average high temperatures range from 7°C in January to 
30°C in July. Average annual precipitation is 25-36 cm, largely depending on elevation, with 
most precipitation falling between the months of July and October in a pronounced seasonal 
monsoon pattern of thunderstorms and rainfall. 
Both trapping locations in New Mexico (Navajo and Zuni) occur on the Arizona/New 
Mexico Plateau, a sizeable transitional range between the semiarid grasslands and tablelands to 
the east, the Mojave Basin in the west, the Chihuahuan Desert further south, and the woodlands 
north of the region. The plateau is divided into various sub-regions. Navajo and Zuni are located 
within the Semiarid Tablelands sub-region where vegetation varies from piñon-juniper 
woodland/ponderosa pine transition, piñon-juniper grassland, to desert grassland/juniper 
transition. Dominant shrubs, forbs, and grasses include alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides), 
shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia), fourwing saltbrush, ricegrass (Achnatherum hymenoides), 
various grama species (Bouteloua spp,), and galleta. Grasses and shrubs rarely provide complete 
ground cover and many bare patches exist throughout the landscape. Like the Northern 
Woodlands and Sagebrush region, climate varies by elevation and topography. Regional average 
low temperatures can reach -10°C in January or 12°C in July, while average high temperatures 
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reach 7°C in January and 31°C in July.  Average annual precipitation ranges from 25-51 cm, 
most of which falls as rain between July and September. 
Data Collection 
This study comprised application of a novel modelling approach to pre-existing data collected as 
part of 12-year study on the deer mouse-SNV system in the southwestern United States.  For that 
study, the University of New Mexico and Yavapai College implemented a capture-mark-
recapture (CMR) methodology that consisted of trapping webs. Each site consisted of 
approximately 143-148 Sherman and Tomahawk (H.B. Sherman Traps, Tallahassee, FL; 
Tomahawk Live Trap Company, Tomahawk, WI) live-capture traps arranged in 12 radiating 
spokes of 100 m transects (i.e., trapping web), and each web covered approximately 3.14 
hectares (Mills et al. 1999). Trapping webs provide a framework for estimating density and 
abundance with minimal assumptions about capture probability given the appropriate number of 
traps are deployed (Anderson et al. 1983, Parmenter et al. 1998, Lukacs et al. 2005).  
Trapping web data were collected once monthly during three-day trapping occasions. 
Trapping start and end dates varied between the universities and often with weather conditions. 
Capture data focused on small mammal community composition – animals that entered traps – 
and additional variables such as, weight, sex, age-class, and presence of SNV antibodies. 
Different trapping sites had different densities of deer mice through time, so we eliminated sites 
that had an average of less than two deer mice per hectare as they did not provide enough 
captures to estimate survival and recapture. A more complete description of the trapping study 
methodology can be found in Mills et al. 1999. 
To estimate apparent survival (𝜙𝑡) and recapture probabilities (𝑝𝑡), we formulated a 
robust-design Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model with a state-space likelihood in a Bayesian 
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framework (Cormack 1964, Jolly 1965, Seber 1965, Gimenez et al. 2007, Royle 2008, Kéry & 
Schaub 2012). Apparent survival (hereinafter referred to as survival) refers to the probability that 
an individual survives and does not permanently emigrate from the study area (probability that 
an individual alive at time t survives and remains in the study area until t+1). It is the product of 
true survival and site fidelity and will always be lower than true survival unless site fidelity is 
equal to one (Lebreton et al. 1992). Recapture refers to the probability that an individual alive 
and in the study area at time t is captured at time t. 
CJS capture-recapture models jointly estimate survival and recapture in an open 
population, meaning the population changes over time due to births, deaths, immigration, and 
emigration. The CJS conditions on first capture, meaning an individual conditionally contributes 
information only after the first capture. In order to estimate survival, we define a latent state 
process where equation 1 refers to the true state (zi,t) of an individual animal at t as 1 if alive and 
0 if dead, where fi denotes the occasion of first capture. Equation 2 subsequently uses Bernoulli 
trials to model state on occasion t+1 conditioned on the individual being alive at time t and 
avoids inadvertently creating zombies (i.e., dead mice stay dead) by including the latent state 
variable z. Equation 3, where y represents the capture history matrix, documents the observation 
process, seen or not seen, and includes the latent state variable z to avoid creating ghosts (i.e., 
mice that aren’t there). 
𝑧𝑖,𝑓𝑖 = 1                                                                                                                                         (1) 
𝑧𝑖,𝑡+1 |  𝑧𝑖,𝑡  ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑧𝑖,𝑡𝜙𝑖,𝑡)                                                                                                 (2) 
𝑦𝑖,𝑡  |  𝑧𝑖,𝑡 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑧𝑖,𝑡𝑝𝑖,𝑡)                                                                                                     (3) 
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Robust-design adds an additional temporal scale that allows for both “open” and “closed” 
populations, with the assumption that the population is open between primary trapping occasions 
(months, for our data set) and closed (i.e., no births, deaths, immigration, emigration) during 
secondary trapping occasions (3 days, for our data set) (Pollock 1982). This formulation more 
efficiently estimates parameters and extends available parameters to provide estimates for the 
probability an individual is captured on a secondary occasion (𝑝𝑖,𝑗) given it was in the 
population, the probability an individual was caught at least once in the primary occasion (𝑝𝑖
∗), 
and an estimate of population size (𝑁𝑖) at primary occasion i using estimates from secondary 
occasions. 
Primary assumptions of the combined robust-design CJS model are that 1) animals retain 
their tags and tags are read properly, 2) sampling is instantaneous and recaptured individuals are 
released immediately, 3) marked and unmarked individuals have the same survival probabilities, 
4) marked and unmarked individuals have the same probability of being caught, 5) all emigration 
from the study area is permanent, 6) the study area remains constant, and 7) the fate of each 
individual is independent of other individuals.  
Bayesian Variable Selection and Environmental Variables 
Given the disparate nature of time lags potentially relevant to deer mouse ecology in time series 
analyses, we used a formulation of Kuo & Mallick’s (1998) indicator variable selection. For our 
process, the model assesses support for environmental covariates on ϕ and their inclusion in the 
maximal model, as it is likely not all of them are useful for predicting effects on survival 
(McCullagh & Nelder 1989, O’Hara & Sillanpää 2009). The indicator variable allows the 
Monte-Carlo Markov-Chain (MCMC) sampler to stochastically determine whether a covariate 
should be included in our final model for each site (Hooten and Hobbs 2015). Bayesian variable 
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selection permits a more exploratory approach given the variables are the primary focus, and we 
selected them directly through this process. We exclude unimportant parameters by defining the 
distributions of unknown parameter values that, in turn, affect the model structure (Lu et al. 
2017). Thus, it serves as our de facto model selection process. 
We ran a variable selection process for each set of time-lagged covariates. Each 
environmental coefficient and a seasonal coefficient (i.e., 0 through 3 where 0 = winter) was 
multiplied by an indicator variable that acts like a switch, turning the parameter of interest on 
and off. The indicator variable can take on a value of 1 if θ is turned on and 0 if θ is turned off, to 
zero out inactive coefficients. Each indicator variable had a Bernoulli 0.25 prior (1/number of 
time lags), so each covariate had a 25% prior probability of being included in the model. The 
posterior inclusion probability is the mean of an indicator variable interpreted as the probability 
that the variable should be included in the model. In equation 4, we provide the basic model for 
the variable selection process that includes sex (categorical - male or female), web (categorical), 
and season (categorical - vector the length of number of seasons) as default effects on phi, and an 
indicator variable (θ) on the variable of interest (covariatet-lag). 
 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝜙𝑖,𝑡) = 𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑛 +  𝑤𝑒𝑏𝑛 + 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛 + 𝛳𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑡−𝑙𝑎𝑔                                                    (4) 
 
The covariate term (covariatet-lags) includes four environmental variables hypothesized to 
influence deer mouse survival and four associated time lags for each variable. Climatic data for 
environmental covariates included a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), 
precipitation, temperature minima and maxima, and snow-water equivalent. To define the 
boundary for data acquisition we created a buffer that encompassed the 3.14 ha web and 
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extended the radius by 50 m to create a 7.0 ha area. We acquired data from January 1993 to 
December 2007 for all covariates.  
NDVI is a measure of reflectance (in this case greenness) derived from data in the visible 
and near-infrared spectrum via remotely sensed imagery (Sellers 1985). Values for NDVI range 
between -1.0 and 1.0. Areas with dense vegetation canopies, such as temperate rainforests, 
generally range from 0.6 to 0.9. Negative values and values < 0.1 likely indicate snow cover, 
clouds, rock, exposed soil, or free-flowing water. Mid-range values from 0.2 to 0.3 represent 
grasslands or shrubs (United States Geological Survey 2019). For NDVI, we used values derived 
from 180 m Landsat imagery, captured at ~16-day return intervals (Gorelick et al. 2017). As a 
result of the 16-day return interval and cloud/snow cover, NDVI data had between 0 and 2 
measurements per month. For months with no data, we gap-filled by averaging NDVI values of 
that month across the years. To smooth short-term fluctuations, we calculated a simple moving 
average for lagged NDVI effects of 3, 6, and 12-months. For example, the value at t is an 
average of NDVI for that month while the value of t-3 is an average of NDVI values for the 
previous three months.  
Using the same geographic boundary as for NDVI, we obtained temperature, 
precipitation, and snow-water equivalent data via daily surface weather and climatological 
summaries from Daymet (Thornton et al. 2018). Data from Daymet are produced on a 1 km by 1 
km gridded surface and are obtained by interpolating and extrapolating various weather 
parameters from ground-based meteorological stations (Thornton et al. 1997). Daymet data 
include daily total precipitation in mm/day (sum of all forms converted to water), daily 
temperature minima and maxima (°C), and snow-water equivalent (km/m2) – a measurement of 
the amount of water contained within the snowpack.  
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For temperature minima and maxima, we scaled up the data to month by averaging the 
daily values and, like NDVI, created moving averages at 3, 6, and 12-month time lags. For 
precipitation, we summed total precipitation for the 3, 6, and 12 months prior to time t. We 
reported the maximum amount of snow-water equivalent for each month. To assess effects of  
cumulative water year snowpack and prolonged snow melt, we added an additional covariate 
related to snow-water equivalent that used the rolling sum from the start of the hydrological year 
(October 1 to September 30), applicable for the months of March through September.  
To improve the efficiency of the MCMC sampling and standardize units, we scaled and 
centered all environmental covariate data by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard 
deviation across all sites. The output of the variable selection model includes the probability of 
inclusion for each of the environmental variables and their time lags. For each environmental 
variable, we selected the time lag with the highest probability for inclusion and opted to exclude 
variables with a posterior inclusion probability of < 0.20 given each indicator variable had a 0.25 
prior probability of being included in the model.  
Robust-Design Capture-Mark-Recapture Model 
Using the variable selection method described above, we identified variables for inclusion in 
maximal models for the Grand Canyon (four variables), Navajo (three variables), and Zuni sites 
(two variables). We modeled multiple generalized linear effects based on output from the 
covariate selection model and provide the general maximal model for survival and recapture in 
equations 5 and 6. Probability of survival is a function of sex, web, season, swe, swewinter, and 
the selected covariates (covt-lag). Recapture is a function of whether an individual was previously 
captured in the same primary session, sex, web, and season. Given that deer mice are the primary 
reservoir for SNV, we excluded other species from our demographic analyses. 
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To simplify analyses and reduce computation time, we analyzed capture histories from 
each site separately but jointly between webs. We included group covariates for sex and web, but 
opted to exclude age classes as prior research indicates that survival does not differ appreciably 
between sub-adult and adult age classes, and it would have doubled the complexity of our model 
(Luis et al. 2010, Luis et al. 2012). Webs were separated by >1.0 km, so we included web as a 
fixed group effect on survival, as well as sex, given evidence for sex-based survival (Fairbain 
1977, Douglass et al. 2007, Prevatali et al. 2010, Luis et al. 2012). We included a coefficient 
where web 1 was set to 0 (intercept) to compare differences in survival between webs. Previous 
research has demonstrated the importance of season for estimating demographic parameters, so 
we included season in both the variable selection model and the maximal model for each site 
(Luis et al. 2010). We assumed seasonal differences for the selected environmental variables 
(e.g., precipitation in spring will have a different effect than precipitation in summer) and 
included a seasonal coefficient (seasonn) that set winter to 0 (intercept) as a baseline for 
comparison for the other three seasons (spring, summer, autumn). The logit link function ensures 
estimates remain between 0 and 1. 
 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝜙𝑖,𝑡) = 𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑛 +  𝑤𝑒𝑏𝑛 + 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛 + 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑡 +   𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑡−𝑙𝑎𝑔 ∗ 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛         (5) 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝𝑖) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑝 + 𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑛 + 𝑤𝑒𝑏𝑛 + 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛                                                                           (6) 
 
We opted for a Bayesian approach for our variable selection and capture-mark-recapture 
analyses because it offers many practical advantages, with a primary reason that it enabled us to 
construct a more complicated hierarchical model. Additionally, a Bayesian approach has more 
intuitive interpretation wherein a 95% credible interval (in lieu of but not the same as a 
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confidence interval) allows you to say that the 95% credible interval contains the true value (the 
probability that the true value of the parameter lies within the 95% credible interval is 95%). We 
used diffuse probability density function (dnorm) on priors on ϕ and p, wherein all parameter 
values are equally likely, and did not incorporate prior information into model. We performed a 
visual assessment of the chains and posterior distribution shape to determine if the posterior 
chains mixed, and to determine if the posterior distribution was constrained.  
To assess convergence of chains in our models, we refer to Rhat (Ȓ) or the Gelman-
Rubin statistic. Rhat provides a quantitative metric for how well chains mixed, providing a 
measure for the extent to which chains reached distinct conclusions. Convergence indicates that 
the MCMC sampler has reached a stationary distribution and Rhat values of ~1.0 indicate that 
there were no flags thrown for convergence issues. Although somewhat arbitrary and not the 
only metric that should be used, Rhat thresholds provide a useful guideline for assessing 
convergence (Gelman & Rubin 1992). Values < 0.9 and > 1.05 indicate a potential issue with 
convergence and would thus cause us to either extend our samples or to reassess our model 
parameterization. We assessed the degree to which the prior informed the posterior distribution 
by deriving the prior-posterior overlap. If a large degree of overlap exists, it may indicate that the 
prior is influencing the poster distribution and the data supply little information about parameters 
(Gimenez 2009). We characterized relationships of coefficients on survival and recapture 
significant if the 50% and 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0, and weak if the 50% did not 
overlap 0 but the 95% did. 
We conducted all analyses using the statistical program R (R Development Core Team, 
2020). For data cleaning, organization, and visualization we relied heavily on the work of 
Wickham et al. (2018) with their tidyverse collection of packages. The daymetr package 
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was used to batch download single pixel (i.e., one web) Daymet data (Hufkens et al. 2018). We 
used the packages runjags (Denwood 2016), R2jags (Su & Masanao 2020), doParallel 
(Microsoft Corporation & Weston 2019), and foreach (Microsoft Corporation & Weston 2020) 
for covariate selection and analyses, and MCMCvis (Youngflesh 2018) for visualization. Code 
for our Bayesian variable selection and robust-design capture-mark-recapture models is 
contained within Supporting Information. 
RESULTS  
Data Collection 
Over the 12-year trapping study there were 20,474 captures representing 24 different species 
with 6,903 unique captures, of which 3,236 were deer mice (Table 2.1). Although Yavapai 
College trapped for a shorter duration (August 2002 through May 2006), Grand Canyon captures 
accounted for 47% of total captures (n = 9,658). The Grand Canyon M web produced the highest 
proportion of deer mice relative to unique individuals captured (0.78), and the Zuni 1 web the 
lowest proportion of deer mice (0.28).  
Bayesian Variable Selection and Environmental Variables 
Variable selection differed substantially for each site (Table 2.2). In general, environmental 
covariates associated with Zuni had low posterior inclusion probability (< 0.01) except for tmin0 
and tmax3, which were included in the maximal model for that site. Covariate estimates for 
Navajo were generally higher, with ndvi0, tmin0, and tmax0 selected for inclusion in the maximal 
model. Variables selected for inclusion into the maximal model for Grand Canyon included 
ndvi12, prcp6, tmin0, and tmax6. 
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Robust-Design Capture-Mark-Recapture Model 
Each site was treated independently in terms of model runs and some notation and coefficient 
labels were not consistent between sites. We provide in-text definitions upon first discussion, 
note time lags for environmental variables specific to each site, and note where definitions may 
differ between sites. Differences in notation are primarily for Grand Canyon as there were three 
trapping webs compared to two for Navajo and Zuni. We assessed each model’s chains for 
convergence and posterior distribution to determine if the posterior chains demonstrated 
sufficient mixing. All reported values of Rhat were ≤ 1.02 and did not flag convergence issues 
with the MCMC sampler. We include prior-posterior overlap estimates in the tables for each site, 
where the value is a measure of the degree to which the prior informed the posterior distribution. 
Prior-posterior overlap varied depending on the parameter but did not exceed > 7.5% for any 
given estimate.  
Grand Canyon  
Of the three site-specific models, Grand Canyon included the greatest number of environmental 
variables with coefficient estimates whose 50% and 95% credible intervals did not overlap zero 
(Table 2.3, Figure 2.4). There was a significant effect of web on survival, and coefficient 
estimates for average survival at webs M and T were lower than that of web E (intercept). We 
found no evidence for an effect of sex on survival. There was weak support for an effect of 
season on survival, where coefficient estimates for spring were higher and estimates for summer 
were lower compared to winter (intercept). Snow-water equivalent (swet) had a weak effect on 
survival, while cumulative snow-water equivalent for the water year (swewintert) had a small but 
a significant effect on survival (Table 2.3).  
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There was a significant effect of average NDVI (ndvi12) values for the previous 12 
months on spring survival. The sum of precipitation (prcp6) over the previous 6 months had a 
small but significant effect on survival with weak support for negative effects on survival in 
summer and positive effects in autumn. There was a significant effect of average minimum 
temperatures (tmin0) on survival in summer and autumn. The coefficient estimates for tmin0 
effect on survival in the summer were higher on average, while the effect of tmin0 on survival in 
autumn was lower, both in relation to estimates for winter. We found limited support for the 
effect of average maximum temperatures (tmax6) for the six months prior on survival in spring. 
The probability of first capture within a primary session for winter was 0.20 and recapture within 
the same primary session was 0.89. Recapture did not differ between sexes but did vary based on 
season, where spring recapture rates were highest followed by summer, autumn, and winter (in 
descending order). 
We assessed survival and its distribution by season and used a subset of our data to 
visualize this relationship (an index male at web 1), assuming average environmental conditions 
for each season (e.g., mean ndvi0 observed for that season). We incorporated the full posterior 
distributions of our estimates (to visualize confidence) into the equation used to derive survival 
in our model and used an inverse-logit function to transform survival to a probability scale. In 
general, assuming average environmental conditions, deer mice exhibited the highest survival in 
the winter and autumn and lowest survival the spring and summer (Figure 2.5). We performed 
subsequent visualization to better understand the direction of the relationship between survival 
and significant environmental covariates. For ease of visualization, instead of plotting the full 
posterior distribution of each estimate, we used the mean value (i.e., maximum likelihood 
estimate) for each coefficient. For significant coefficients, we plotted over the range of 
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environmental values observed for that season (e.g., for spring, the line is plotted over values 
observed during spring). The relationships we explored for Grand Canyon included ndvi12, prcp6, 
tmin0 (Figure 2.6). Given average environmental covariates and a range of NDVI values, 
increases in average NDVI for the previous 12 months (ndvi12) resulted in increases in deer 
mouse survival in the spring. Additionally, for spring, as the sum of precipitation (prcp6) for the 
previous 6 months increased, we saw a decrease in deer mouse survival. Minimum temperatures 
(tmin0) in spring exhibited a positive relationship with survival where increasing minimum 
temperatures corresponded to an increase in survival. We saw an opposite effect in autumn, 
where increasing average minimum temperatures resulted in lower survival. 
Navajo  
We found no effect of sex or web on survival at Navajo sites. There was a significant effect of 
season on survival, were coefficient estimates for spring were lower than winter, and estimates 
summer and autumn were lower than in winter. Snow-water equivalent (swet) and cumulative 
snow-water equivalent for the water year (swewintert) had weak and no support for effects on 
survival, respectively. There was a significant effect of NDVI (ndvi0) in autumn on survival 
when compared to winter. We found limited support for both average minimum (tmin0) and 
maximum (tmax0) temperature effects on survival. The probability of first capture within a 
primary session in winter was 0.21 and recapture within the same primary session was 0.79. 
Recapture did not differ between sexes but did vary slightly based on season where autumn and 
winter recaptures were the lowest.  Spring average recapture coefficient estimates were higher 
than winter, and the effect of summer on recaptures was significantly higher than winter (Table 
2.4, Figure 2.7). 
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We assessed survival and its distribution by season and used a subset of our data to 
visualize this relationship (an index male at web 1), assuming average environmental conditions 
for each season (e.g., mean ndvi0 observed for that season). We incorporated the full posterior 
distributions of our estimates (to visualize confidence) into the equation used to derive survival 
in our model and used an inverse-logit function to transform survival to a probability scale. In 
general, assuming average environmental conditions, deer mice exhibited the highest survival in 
the winter and autumn and lowest survival the spring and summer (Figure 2.8). We performed 
subsequent visualization to better understand the direction of the relationship between survival 
and significant environmental covariates. For ease of visualization, instead of plotting the full 
posterior distribution of each estimate, we used the mean value (i.e., maximum likelihood 
estimate) for each coefficient. For significant coefficients, we plotted over the range of 
environmental values observed for that season (e.g., for spring, the line is plotted over values 
observed during spring). The relationships we explored for Navajo included ndvi0 (Figure 2.9). 
Given averaged values of environmental covariates and a range of NDVI values, increases in 
NDVI resulted in decreased deer mouse survival in the autumn.  
Zuni  
Many of Zuni’s parameter estimates had weak effects or no effect on survival (Table 2.5, Figure 
2.10). There was weak support for an effect of survival on sex, where the coefficient estimate for 
males was higher than that of females. Effect of web on survival had weak support where web 2 
had higher estimates compared to web 1. Although the effect of season on survival was not 
significant, coefficients estimates were lower in spring and higher in autumn compared to winter. 
Snow-water equivalent (swet) and snow-water equivalent for the water year (swewintert) had no 
effect on survival. There was weak support for an effect of average minimum temperature 
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(tmin0) for all seasons on survival, where spring was lower, summer was higher, and autumn was 
lower when compared to winter. Like average minimum temperature, coefficient estimates for 
average maximum temperature (tmax3) for three months prior provided weak support for an 
effect on survival where spring was higher, summer was lower, and autumn was lower when 
compared to winter. The probability of first capture within a primary session was 0.21 and 
recapture within the same primary session was 0.81. Recapture did not differ between sexes, and 
only autumn had a coefficient estimate with a weak effect on survival. 
We assessed survival and its distribution by season and used a subset of our data to 
visualize this relationship (an index male at web 1), assuming average environmental conditions 
for each season (e.g., mean ndvi0 observed for that season). We incorporated the full posterior 
distributions of our estimates (to visualize confidence) into the equation used to derive survival 
in our model and used an inverse-logit function to transform survival to a probability scale. In 
general, assuming average environmental conditions, deer mice exhibited the highest survival in 
the winter and the lowest survival in the spring, but increased survival through summer and 
autumn (Figure 2.11). 
DISCUSSION 
Our objectives were to evaluate and quantify relationships between environmental variables and 
deer mouse survival, and to determine whether our models were useful in making predictions 
about survival across the landscape. Although we found a few similarities in covariates 
associated with survival across our three study sites, for the most part, environmental drivers 
were site specific. The Grand Canyon site had the highest number of environmental covariates 
with significant effects on survival. This site also had the highest densities of deer mice, and 
therefore largest sample sizes and statistical power to detect significant effects (Table 2.1). Most 
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parameter estimates for Zuni had wide credible intervals where both the 50% and 95% intervals 
overlapped zero (Figure 2.10). This observation was present but less pronounced for Navajo 
(Figure 2.7). Differences between the three different site models and parameter estimates with 
wide credible intervals might be explained by sample sizes as, in general, bigger sample sizes 
generate tighter parameter estimates and sample size can have a strong impact on posterior 
distributions (LeMoine 2019).  
 We hypothesized but found no relationship that survival differed by sex at any of the 
three sites. This is inconsistent with other studies that have documented lower survival for 
females with few exceptions for males (Fairbain 1977, Douglass et al. 2007, Prevatali et al. 2010, 
Luis et al. 2012). Trapping web had a significant effect on survival at the Grand Canyon, but the 
effect was not necessarily substantively different (Table 2.3). Webs at the Grand Canyon were a 
minimum of 1.8 km and a maximum of 5.5 km apart but were in similar ecological sites and had 
similar environmental conditions. Webs in Navajo and Zuni belonged to the same ecological 
sites, had similar environmental conditions, and were separated by approximately 0.5 and 1.5 
km, respectively. Accounting for this and the relationship between web and survival at other 
sites, it seems that while survival can vary by location, web does not play a substantial role in 
survival. Web effects at the Grand Canyon may be due to differences in habitat as webs in that 
area were more spatially separated than the webs at Navajo and Zuni. We found an effect on 
survival for spring at Navajo, but seasonal trends between sites were similar in that survival was 
consistently highest in the winter. At Zuni, survival was lowest in spring but lowest in summer 
for the other two sites. 
Previous research focusing on the relationship between NDVI and deer mouse survival 
has indicated that survival increases with increasing NDVI. At the Grand Canyon site, NDVI had 
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a positive relationship with survival, where NDVI averaged over the prior twelve months was 
associated with higher survival in the following spring and summer. It is possible that higher 
NDVI values in early life stages confer a survival advantage, where increased biomass equates to 
greater forage availability and cover from predators. For Navajo, our results do not support that 
relationship. In contrast, at that site our results indicate survival decreases with increasing NDVI, 
specifically at t0 in autumn, where small increases in NDVI were associated with substantial 
decreases in survival (Figure 2.9). This inconsistency is difficult to explain biologically. It is 
possible that other ecological factors (e.g. predator/prey relationships, disease, species 
composition, intense precipitation events) interact with NDVI to negatively influence survival. 
Based on our results, the relationship between NDVI and deer mouse survival is inconsistent 
across the sites we analyzed. 
Precipitation significantly influenced survival at Grand Canyon but not at Navajo or 
Zuni.  At Grand Canyon, the sum of precipitation for the previous 6 months had a negative effect 
on survival in the spring. The previous 6 months include October through March, so this likely is 
not an effect from early spring ENSO events or late summer monsoons. Rather, this captures 
winter precipitation, which may indicate that prolonged snowpack equates to increased winter 
stress on deer mice. 
Interestingly, temperature minimum at t0 was the only outcome from our Bayesian 
variable selection process to be consistent between all sites. Similar to other environmental 
variables, only Grand Canyon had significant associations between survival and minimum 
temperatures. Although, the influence of minimum temperatures and survival were not 
significant at Navajo and Zuni, all sites had lower survival in the spring with lower minimum 
temperatures, higher survival in the summer, and lower survival in autumn. These results support 
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early work on the species’ thermal tolerance (Myers et al. 1985, Demas & Nelson 1998), 
indicating that deer mice are susceptible to both heat and cold stress. 
We hypothesized that snowpack in the form of snow-water equivalent at t0 would have a 
positive effect on survival during the winter because of temperature buffering. We did not 
associate any time lags or seasonal differences with this parameter, and our results generally do 
not support the hypothesized relationship between snow-water equivalent and survival.  
Cumulative snow-water equivalent (swewinter) from the start of the water year (October 1) 
through the end of the water year (September 30) had a significant negative effect on survival at 
Grand Canyon. We assessed this parameter for the months of March through September. The 
relationship suggests that as cumulative snow-water equivalent increases, survival decreases in 
the spring and summer. So, while deer mice generally had high survival in the winter, high 
snowpack led to decreases in survival in spring and summer. This is somewhat intuitive as deer 
mice rely primarily on cached food supplies during the winter months.  Prolonged winter 
conditions, particularly under snow, may introduce metabolic stresses given declining cached 
food supply and reduced access to new forage materials.   
Estimating capture and recapture probabilities was not the primary focus of our analyses 
but estimates for capture within a primary period and subsequent recapture within the same 
primary period were almost identical between all three sites and their respective webs. 
Probability of first capture within a primary period was low, but the probability of recapture 
within the same primary period was high. The formulation of our model permits us to account 
for trap response in recapture probability and reduce the chance of biases in survival estimates 
(Pradel 1993). However, we did not model capture heterogeneity, but this outcome might 
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indicate a ‘trap happy’ response wherein an animal is more likely to be recaptured after first 
capture.  Ignoring this assumption could lead to small, negative biases in our survival estimates.  
As previously discussed, survival was substantially higher at Grand Canyon and, in 
general, parameter estimates had narrower credible intervals, more of which did not overlap zero. 
While not measured as part of this study, deer mouse density estimates were higher at the Grand 
Canyon (Table 2.1). We speculate that this site may simply have better habitat to support larger 
populations of deer mice compared to the other two sites, and different webs within sites may 
have different carrying capacities. Even with ample long-term data, parsing the relationship 
between deer mouse survival and environmental drivers is difficult in sites with low sample 
sizes. It is likely that the sites with low deer mouse density are sub-optimal habitats and we do 
not have the power to predict significant drivers and/or correlations. Sites such as the Grand 
Canyon may serve as deer mouse refugia, and potentially provide source populations for 
surrounding habitat that is sub-optimal (Glass et al. 2007). These refugia may play a role in 
maintenance and transmission of SNV across the landscape. Suitable habitat with large deer 
mouse populations can support persistence of the virus during environmental conditions that 
cause declines in nearby sub-optimal habitats. When sub-optimal habitats exhibit pulses in 
productivity, SNV can reappear and spread from the refugia to areas with increasing deer mouse 
populations. It is likely both optimal and sub-optimal habitats play important roles. 
There are several additional factors that we did not address that may be important to 
explore in future studies. We did not assess interactions between variables, and it is rare in 
ecosystems that any one factor has a linear relationship with any other in isolation. Other habitat-
specific elements might drive survival, and additional abiotic or biotic factors that we did not 
measure may be more important drivers in survival at these sites. For example, soil type and 
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depth, soil-water holding capacity, topography, intra- and interspecific competition, behavioral 
alterations, and predation may all influence survival differently at different sites. Further, the 
resolution of our climate data may not actually capture conditions at the habitat scale. Although a 
generalist species, deer mice occupy niches with specific microclimates. There is a distinction 
between inferential climate data (mesoscale) and site-specific climate data (microscale) and 
extrapolated mesoscale data cannot capture microsite variability. Precipitation and temperature 
patterns in the southwestern United States, particularly in desert regions, are temporally and 
spatially variable. Weather inferred from weather station data might not accurately account for 
actual temperature or precipitation at a trap site where deer mice experience weather at a scale 
substantially below where variables are measured (i.e., ~2 cm off the ground). 
The aim of our study was to address some specific mechanisms underlying deer mouse 
population dynamics as, without them, we may not be able to improve upon existing 
epidemiological models. The long-term data we used gave us an opportunity to provide empirical 
information to potentially support predictive disease models. But the causal mechanisms may be 
more complicated than previously assumed. Our model does account for some of the variability 
in survival, which may inform future models incorporating additional drivers such as other 
species, infection, or transmission. However, the environmental drivers were site specific.  
Generally speaking, it is difficult to establish clear trends between the variables we 
measured and deer mouse survival across sites. Our models may perform reasonably well in a 
very specific area in a short timeframe but will likely break down when assessing these 
relationships and/or using the model to make predictions at a broader scale. We found that the 
environmental variables included here did not consistently predict survival across sites 
suggesting that when determining vital rates, place matters and there are scale-specific issues 
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when assessing vital rates. Indeed, what happens in one area may not be a good predictor for 
another. Future models should be regionally specific and should possibly consider finer 
resolution climate data, potentially at the microclimate level.  
Future Direction 
Results of this study suggest several important areas for future inquiry. Although we were unable 
to identify a consistent set of variables by which to assess deer mouse survival in a broad 
context, we now have a base model that describes some variation in survival. This can serve as a 
good starting point to explore additional ecological questions relevant to SNV ecology, such as 
the role of small mammal diversity in survival and disease transmission (Luis et al. 2018). 
Furthermore, it is important to note that for these analyses we assessed only survival. 
Reproduction may play a more important role in deer mouse population dynamics. Deer mice are 
relatively short-lived species with high fecundity and, generally, reproduction is the more 
sensitive vital rate compared to survival. Therefore, it will be important to examine reproduction 
or recruitment in future studies. Finally, our Bayesian survival model can be modified to also 
estimate recruitment as part of an integrated population model and examine the effect of 
environmental and community drivers on both vital rates. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 2. 1. Small mammal trapping locations and trapping summary at three sites in the southwestern United States. Columns include 
information pertaining to the institution responsible for trapping each web (Agent), total number of captures (Cap.), number of unique 
individuals caught through time (Ind.), number of unique species caught at each site (Species), number of unique individual deer mice 
caught (PEMA), proportion of unique deer mice relative to unique individuals (Prop.), average density of deer mice/hectare (Dens.) 
and average Simpson’s estimate of species diversity at trap sites (Div.). See Luis et al. (2018) for methods on the derivation of values 
for average density and diversity. 
Agent Site Web Elevation (m) Start End Months Cap. Ind. Species PEMA Prop. Dens. Div. 
Yavapai 
Grand 
Canyon 
E  2058 Aug-02 May-06 43 5466 1322 13 783 0.59 20.15 1.75 
M 2039 Apr-02 May-06 46 2759 577 9 449 0.78 9.57 1.52 
T 2042 Apr-02 May-06 46 1433 663 9 488 0.74 8.73 1.80 
University 
of New 
Mexico 
Navajo 
1 2200 Jan-95 Apr-06 123 2315 981 15 571 0.58 4.72 2.18 
2 2215 Jan-95 Apr-06 123 2090 829 10 251 0.30 1.14 2.17 
Zuni 
1 1989 Sep-94 Apr-06 127 2832 1149 14 303 0.26 1.66 3.69 
2 2011 Sep-94 Apr-06 126 3579 1382 18 391 0.28 2.06 3.76 
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Table 2. 2. Outcome of Bayesian variable selection process where selected variables and their associated time lags were assessed for 
inclusion in the final model for each site. Posterior inclusion probabilities were calculated as the mean of the indicator variable. 
Site Covariate Time Lag Posterior Inclusion Probability  
Grand Canyon 
NDVI 12-months (t-12) 0.66 
Precipitation 6-months (t-6) 0.67 
Temperature minimum no time lag (t) 0.60 
Temperature maximum 6-months (t-6) 1.00 
    
Navajo 
NDVI no lag (t) 0.54 
Temperature minimum no lag (t) 1.00 
Temperature maximum no lag (t) 0.98 
    
Zuni 
Temperature minimum no lag (t) 0.20 
Temperature maximum 3-months (t-3) 0.21 
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Table 2. 3. Grand Canyon parameter estimates on the logit transform scale, with the mean of the posterior distribution and its standard 
deviation (SD), as well as lower (2.5%) and upper (97.5%) of the 95% credible intervals (CI lower and CI upper), and prior-posterior 
overlap (PPO) for each parameter. 50% and 95% credible intervals that do not overlap zero are in bold. 
Parameter Mean SD CI lower CI upper PPO 
      
Survival coefficients      
intercept 1.229 0.207 0.835 1.636 1.70% 
sex 0.036 0.066 -0.093 0.165 0.60% 
web M -0.213 0.084 -0.378 -0.047 0.80% 
web T -0.453 0.083 -0.617 -0.291 0.80% 
swe 0.091 0.119 -0.132 0.335 1.10% 
swe.winter -0.725 0.254 -1.222 -0.230 2.00% 
spring 1.325 0.922 -0.486 3.116 6.60% 
summer -1.372 0.712 -2.776 0.022 5.50% 
autumn -0.530 0.850 -2.239 1.106 6.40% 
ndvi12 spring 0.684 0.172 0.354 1.031 1.50% 
ndvi12 summer 0.092 0.109 -0.124 0.307 1.00% 
ndvi12 autumn 0.093 0.164 -0.238 0.407 1.50% 
prcp6 spring -0.240 0.100 -0.437 -0.044 0.90% 
prcp6 summer -0.188 0.178 -0.540 0.160 1.60% 
prcp6 autumn 0.365 0.244 -0.106 0.855 2.10% 
tmin0 spring -0.398 0.411 -1.206 0.406 3.30% 
tmin0 summer 1.056 0.463 0.154 1.971 3.90% 
tmin0 autumn -0.685 0.346 -1.394 -0.047 2.90% 
tmax6 spring 0.699 0.632 -0.537 1.908 4.90% 
tmax6 summer -0.216 0.353 -0.916 0.477 2.90% 
tmax6 autumn 0.012 0.668 -1.266 1.377 5.30% 
      
Capture coefficients      
intercept -1.377 0.054 -1.482 -1.272 0.50% 
sex -0.025 0.040 -0.103 0.054 0.40% 
recapture 2.147 0.042 2.065 2.230 0.40% 
spring 0.456 0.055 0.348 0.565 0.50% 
summer 0.272 0.053 0.167 0.376 0.50% 
autumn 0.082 0.057 -0.030 0.193 0.50% 
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Table 2. 4. Navajo parameter estimates on the logit transform scale, with the mean of the posterior distribution and its standard 
deviation (SD), as well as lower (2.5%) and upper (97.5%) of the 95% credible intervals (CI lower and CI upper), and prior-posterior 
overlap (PPO) for each parameter. 50% and 95% credible intervals that do not overlap zero are in bold. 
Parameter Mean SD CI lower CI upper PPO 
      
Survival coefficients      
intercept 0.844 0.183 0.494 1.21 1.60% 
sex -0.08 0.121 -0.318 0.156 1.10% 
web -0.19 0.139 -0.463 0.084 1.20% 
swe -0.066 0.096 -0.253 0.127 0.90% 
swe.winter 0.007 0.069 -0.129 0.141 0.60% 
spring -0.744 0.299 -1.327 -0.148 2.50% 
summer -1.016 0.7 -2.391 0.359 5.10% 
autumn -0.252 0.387 -0.968 0.553 3.20% 
ndvi0 spring 0.319 0.387 -0.441 1.072 3.10% 
ndvi0 summer -0.453 0.233 -0.912 0.001 2.00% 
ndvi0 autumn -1.178 0.46 -2.175 -0.354 3.70% 
tmin0 spring -0.31 0.885 -2.048 1.429 6.20% 
tmin0 summer 0.567 0.571 -0.537 1.685 4.30% 
tmin0 autumn -1.061 0.782 -2.61 0.456 5.80% 
tmax0 spring -0.231 0.738 -1.692 1.207 5.30% 
tmax0 summer -0.773 0.645 -2.02 0.505 5.00% 
tmax0 autumn -0.262 0.841 -1.995 1.341 6.30% 
      
Capture coefficients      
intercept -1.351 0.094 -1.537 -1.169 0.80% 
sex 0.124 0.07 -0.013 0.262 0.70% 
recapture 1.307 0.076 1.159 1.458 0.70% 
spring 0.169 0.094 -0.015 0.352 0.80% 
summer 0.314 0.089 0.139 0.487 0.80% 
autumn 0.022 0.115 -0.202 0.247 1.00% 
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Table 2. 5. Zuni parameter estimates on the logit transform scale, with the mean of the posterior distribution and its standard deviation 
(SD), as well as lower (2.5%) and upper (97.5%) of the 95% credible intervals (CI lower and CI upper), and prior-posterior overlap 
(PPO) for each parameter. 50% and 95% credible intervals that do not overlap zero are in bold. 
Parameter Mean SD CI lower CI upper PPO 
      
Survival coefficients      
intercept 0.426 0.186 0.066 0.794 1.60% 
sex 0.134 0.128 -0.115 0.385 1.10% 
web 0.124 0.126 -0.122 0.373 1.10% 
swe 0.046 0.108 -0.156 0.266 1.00% 
swe.winter -0.055 0.139 -0.327 0.218 1.30% 
spring -0.456 0.514 -1.455 0.553 4.10% 
summer -0.360 1.092 -2.483 1.796 7.50% 
fall 0.983 0.883 -0.752 2.728 6.30% 
tmin0 spring -0.775 0.726 -2.192 0.643 5.40% 
tmin0 summer 0.489 0.556 -0.583 1.615 4.30% 
tmin0 autumn -0.608 0.858 -2.323 1.046 6.10% 
tmax3 spring 0.549 0.658 -0.741 1.834 4.90% 
tmax3 summer -0.570 0.626 -1.830 0.635 4.70% 
tmax3 autumn -1.614 0.881 -3.333 0.125 6.30% 
      
Capture coefficients      
intercept -1.347 0.103 -1.547 -1.149 1.00% 
sex 0.035 0.077 -0.116 0.186 0.70% 
recapture 1.480 0.082 1.321 1.640 0.80% 
spring 0.016 0.094 -0.168 0.201 0.90% 
summer 0.070 0.105 -0.135 0.277 0.90% 
autumn 0.148 0.105 -0.055 0.355 1.00% 
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FIGURES 
 
Figure 2.1. Grand Canyon trapping webs E, M, and T near Tusayan, Arizona (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA 
FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community). 
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Figure 2. 2. Navajo trapping webs 1 and 2 near Vanderwagen, New Mexico (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA 
FSA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community).  
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Figure 2. 3. Zuni trapping webs 1 and 2 near Black Rock, New Mexico (Sources: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, USDA FSA, 
USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community). 
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Figure 2. 4. Parameter estimates on the logit transform scale for Grand Canyon. Estimates from 
phi-intercept to “p-intercept” represent coefficients on survival (probability of survival over a 
month) while estimates below “p-intercept” represent coefficients on p (probability of capture).  
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Figure 2. 5. Seasonal variation in deer mouse survival at the Grand Canyon trapping webs. 
Shown are the distributions of survival estimates (ϕ) using the posterior distributions of all model 
coefficients except environmental variables, assuming average environmental conditions for that 
season. Estimates represent web E males. Estimates for webs M and T exhibit the same pattern 
but are not displayed. 
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Figure 2. 6. Simulations of deer mouse survival at Grand Canyon as a function of environmental covariates, based on the maximal 
model, only for seasons with coefficients that were significantly different from zero, over the range of observed values for that season. 
NDVI (ndvi12) represents a rolling average of values for the previous 12 months, precpitiation (prcp6) is the sum of precipitation for 
the previous 6 months, and temperature minium (tmin0) is the average minimum temperture for the month. 
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Figure 2. 7. Parameter estimates on the logit transform scale for Navajo. Estimates from phi-
intercept to “p-intercept” represent coefficients on survival (probability of survival over a month) 
while estimates below “p-intercept” represent coefficients on p (probability of capture  
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Figure 2. 8. Seasonal variation in deer mouse survival at the Navajo trapping webs. Shown are 
the distributions of survival estimates (ϕ) using the posterior distributions of all model 
coefficients except environmental variables, assuming average environmental conditions for that 
season. Estimates represent web 1 males. 
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Figure 2. 9. Deer mouse survival at Grand Canyon as a function of environmental covariates 
with significant effects (50% and 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0). Y-coordinate values 
represent the range of survival (estimated survival) by season, and x-coordinate values represent 
the range of ndvi0. NDVI represents the average value for the month. 
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Figure 2. 10. Parameter estimates on the logit transform scale for Zuni. Estimates from phi-
intercept to “p-intercept” represent coefficients on survival (probability of survival over a month) 
while estimates below “p-intercept” represent coefficients on p (probability of capture). 
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Figure 2. 11. Seasonal variation in deer mouse survival at the Zuni trapping webs. Shown are the 
distributions of survival estimates (ϕ) using the posterior distributions of all model coefficients 
except environmental variables, assuming average environmental conditions for that season. 
Estimates represent web 1 males. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
APPENDIX A - BAYESIAN VARIABLE SELECTION MODEL CODE 
1. model {   
2.           
3.  ##### PRIORS AND CONSTRAINTS #####   
4.           
5.     ##### PRIORS FOR PHI   
6.        alpha.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10,10)       # prior for intercept   
7.        alpha.male ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for coeff on sex = male   
8.           
9.           
10.        # don't estimate a beta coefficient for winter (assume 0 = winter, then    
11.        # spring, summer, fall) then estimate a coefficent for all other seasons   
12.        for(m in 1:3) {   
13.          alpha.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for coeff on months   
14.          }   
15.        alpha.season.use <- c(0, alpha.season)   
16.           
17.           
18.        # coefficient for webs, 0 for first web etc.   
19.        for(w in 1:(max(web)-1)) {   
20.          alpha.web[w] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for coeff on web   
21.          }   
22.        alpha.web.use <- c(0, alpha.web)     
23.        # add indicator variable for variables in the array   
24.        for(cov in 1:n.covariates) {   
25.          # make a random draw for 1/number of covariates 
26.          ind[cov] ~ dbern(1/n.covariates)   
27.          for(m in 1:4){   
28.             cov.coefT[cov, m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)     
29.             cov.coef[cov, m] <- ind[cov] * cov.coefT[cov, m]   
30.          }   
31.        }   
32.           
33.           
34.     ##### PRIORS FOR RECAPTURE   
35.        sigma.0 ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for intercept on p   
36.        
37.        # multiplies sigma recap times the p.or.c.array   
38.        # prior for coefficient on recapture in the same occasion, equiv. to c   
39.        sigma.recap ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)    
40.        sigma.male ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for coef on sex=male   
41.           
42.           
43.        for(se in 1:3) {   
44.          sigma.season[se] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   #prior for months   
45.          }   
46.        sigma.season.use <- c(0, sigma.season)   
47.           
48.           
49.        # prior for coeff on web   
50.        for(w in 1:(max(web)-1)) {   
51.          sigma.web[w] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   #prior for coef on web   
52.          }   
53.        sigma.web.use <- c(0, sigma.web)   
54.           
55.           
56.        ##### MODEL FOR PHI #####   
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57.        for(i in 1:nind) {   
58.          for(m in 1:(n.months - 1)) {   
59.               
60.            # phi has 2 dimensions [indiv, and months]   
61.            logit(phi[i,m]) <-    
62.              alpha.0 +    
63.              alpha.male * sex[i] +         # 0 if female, 1 if male   
64.              alpha.season.use[season[m]] +     
65.              alpha.web.use[web[i]] +   
66.                   
67.                  
68.              # for interaction between season and covariate   
69.              inprod(covariate.array[i, m, ], cov.coef[ , season[m]])   
70.            } # m for months   
71.          } # i for individual   
72.           
73.           
74.     ##### MODEL FOR P #####   
75.        # 3 dimensions [indiv, month, day]   
76.        # same number of months as phi (longmonths), NA for times not trapped   
77.        for(i in 1:nind) {   
78.          for(m in months.trapped.mat[i, 1:length.months.trapped[i]]) {   
79.            for(d in 1:n.sec.occ[i,Prim[m]]) {   
80.              logit(p[i,m,d]) <-    
81.                sigma.0 +             # intercept   
82.                sigma.recap * p.or.c[i,m,d] +   # adjustment for if animal was     
83.                                                # caught previously in this    
84.                                                # primary session (0 if not    
85.                                                # caught before and 1 if so)   
86.                sigma.male * sex[i] +           # male adjustment (0 if female)   
87.                sigma.season.use[season[m]] +   # season factor, where winter=0   
88.                sigma.web.use[web[i]]   
89.              } # d for days   
90.            } # m for month   
91.          } # i for individual   
92.           
93.           
94.     ##### LIKELIHOOD #####   
95.           
96.        ##### STATE PROCESS   
97.        for(i in 1:nind) {   
98.          # define latent state at first capture    
99.          # dimensions [individual, month] spans study period, all months   
100.          # z is true (latent) state alive or dead, know alive at first capture   
101.          z[i, f.longmonth[i]] <- 1   
102.             
103.          for(m in (f.longmonth[i] + 1):n.months) {     
104.            mu1[i, m] <- phi[i, m - 1] * z[i, m - 1]   
105.            z[i, m] ~ dbern(mu1[i, m])   
106.            } # m (total months spanned)   
107.          } #i   
108.           
109.  ##### OBSERVATION PROCESS    
110.        for(obs in 1:n.obs) {   
111.          y[obs] ~ dbern(z[id[obs],    
112.                           longmonth.obs[obs]] * p[id[obs],    
113.                                                   longmonth.obs[obs],    
114.                                                   sec[obs]])   
115.          } # obs   
116.        } # model 
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APPENDIX B – CAPTURE-MARK-RECAPTURE MODEL CODE 
 
1. model {   
2.           
3. ##### PRIORS AND CONSTRAINTS #####   
4.          
5.          
6.   ##### PRIORS FOR PHI #####   
7.       alpha.0          ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)    # prior for intercept   
8.       alpha.male       ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)    # prior for coef on sex = m    
9.       alpha.swe        ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)    # prior for coef on swe0   
10.       alpha.swe.winter ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)    # prior for coef swe.winter   
11.          
12.    
13.     # WEBS   
14.       for(w in 1:(max(web) - 1)) {   
15.         alpha.web[w] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)      # prior for coef on web   
16.         }   
17.       alpha.web.use <- c(0, alpha.web)   
18.          
19.    
20.     # SEASON   
21.       # don't estimate a beta coefficient for winter (assume 0),   
22.       # then estimate a coefficent for all other seasons   
23.       for(m in 1:3) {   
24.         alpha.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for coef on season   
25.         }   
26.       alpha.season.use <- c(0, alpha.season)    
27.          
28.    
29.     # INTERACTIONS 
30.       # interaction term for season * ndvi   
31.       for(m in 1:3) {   
32.         alpha.ndvi.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   
33.       }   
34.       alpha.ndvi.season.use <- c(0, alpha.ndvi.season)   
35.          
36.          
37.       # interaction term for season * prcp   
38.       for(m in 1:3) {   
39.         alpha.prcp.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   
40.       }   
41.       alpha.prcp.season.use <- c(0, alpha.prcp.season)   
42.          
43.          
44.       # interaction term for season * tmin   
45.       for(m in 1:3) {   
46.         alpha.tmin.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   
47.       }   
48.       alpha.tmin.season.use <- c(0, alpha.tmin.season)   
49.          
50.          
51.       # interaction term for season * tmax   
52.       for(m in 1:3) {   
53.         alpha.tmax.season[m] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   
54.         }   
55.       alpha.tmax.season.use <- c(0, alpha.tmax.season)   
56.          
57.          
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58.   ##### PRIORS FOR RECAPTURE #####   
59.       sigma.0     ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)  # prior for intercept on p   
60.       sigma.recap ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)  # prior for coeff on recap same occ   
61.       sigma.male  ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)  # prior for coef on sex=male   
62.          
63.          
64.     # SEASON  
65.       for(se in 1:3) {   
66.         sigma.season[se] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)   # prior for season   
67.         }   
68.       sigma.season.use <- c(0, sigma.season)   
69.          
70.          
71.     # WEB     
72.       for(w in 1:(max(web) - 1)) {   
73.         sigma.web[w] ~ dnorm(0, 0.4)T(-10, 10)       # prior for coef on web   
74.         }   
75.         sigma.web.use <- c(0, sigma.web)   
76.            
77.            
78.  ##### MODEL FOR PHI #####   
79.         for(i in 1:nind) {   
80.           for(m in 1:(n.months - 1)) {   
81.             # phi has 2 dimensions [indiv, and months]   
82.                
83.             logit(phi[i, m]) <-   
84.                  
85.               # non interaction   
86.               alpha.0 +   
87.               alpha.male * sex[i] +         # 0 if female, 1 if male   
88.               alpha.season.use[season[m]] +   
89.               alpha.web.use[web[i]] +   
90.                  
91.               # environmental covariates   
92.               alpha.swe * swe[i, m] +   
93.               alpha.swe.winter * swe.winter[i, m] +   
94.                  
95.               # interactions   
96.               alpha.ndvi.season.use[season[m]] * ndvi[i, m] +   
97.               alpha.prcp.season.use[season[m]] * prcp[i, m] +   
98.               alpha.tmin.season.use[season[m]] * tmin[i, m] +   
99.               alpha.tmax.season.use[season[m]] * tmax[i, m]   
100.                
101.             } # m for months   
102.           } # i for individual   
103.            
104.            
105. ##### MODEL FOR P #####   
106.         ##### 3 dimensions [indiv, month, day]   
107.         for(i in 1:nind) {   
108.           for(m in months.trapped.mat[i, 1:length.months.trapped[i]]) {   
109.    
110.             # updated to account for differnt secondary occasions   
111.             for(d in 1:n.sec.occ[i, Prim[m]]) {   
112.               logit(p[i, m, d]) <-   
113.                 sigma.0 +             # intercept   
114.                 sigma.recap * p.or.c[i, m, d] +    
115.                 # adjustment for if animal was caught previously in this primary 
116.                 # session (0 if not caught before and 1 if so)   
117.                    
118.                 sigma.male * sex[i] +         # adj. for males (0 if female)   
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119.                 sigma.season.use[season[m]] + # month factor, where Jan=0   
120.                 sigma.web.use[web[i]]   
121.                  
122.               } # d for days   
123.             } # m for month   
124.           } # i for individual   
125.            
126.            
127. ##### LIKELIHOOD #####   
128.            
129.      ##### STATE PROCESS   
130.         for(i in 1:nind) {   
131.              
132.           # define latent state at first capture    
133.           # dimensions [individual, month] spans study period   
134.           # z is true (latent) state alive or dead, know alive at first capture  
135.           z[i,f.longmonth[i]] <- 1   
136.              
137.           for(m in (f.longmonth[i] + 1):n.months) {   
138.             mu1[i, m] <- phi[i, m - 1] * z[i, m - 1]   
139.             z[i, m] ~ dbern(mu1[i, m])   
140.             } # m (total months spanned)   
141.           } #i   
142.            
143.            
144.      ##### OBSERVATION PROCESS   
145.         for(obs in 1:n.obs) {   
146.           y[obs] ~ dbern(z[id[obs],    
147.                            longmonth.obs[obs]] * p[id[obs],    
148.                                                 longmonth.obs[obs], sec[obs]])   
149.           } # obs   
150.            
151.            
152.      ##### DERIVED PARAMETERS #####   
153.            
154.            
155.         ## PHI   
156.         phi.male.web1   <- phi[male.web1.index, ]         
157.         phi.male.web2   <- phi[male.web2.index, ]   
158.         phi.male.web3   <- phi[male.web3.index, ]    
159.         phi.female.web1 <- phi[female.web1.index, ]       
160.         phi.female.web2 <- phi[female.web2.index, ]      
161.         phi.female.web3 <- phi[female.web3.index, ]   
162.            
163.            
164.         ## P   
165.         # male at web 1   
166.         for(m in months.trapped.mat[male.web1.index,   
167.                1:length.months.trapped[male.web1.index]]) {   
168.           logit(p.male.web1[m]) <-   
169.             sigma.0 +   
170.             sigma.male * sex[male.web1.index] +          
171.             sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
172.             sigma.web.use[web[male.web1.index]]   
173.           }   
174.            
175.            
176.         # male at web 2   
177.         for(m in months.trapped.mat[male.web2.index,   
178.                1:length.months.trapped[male.web2.index]]) {   
179.           logit(p.male.web2[m]) <-   
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180.             sigma.0 +   
181.             sigma.male * sex[male.web2.index] +          
182.             sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
183.             sigma.web.use[web[male.web2.index]]   
184.         }   
185.            
186.            
187.         # male at web 3   
188.         for(m in months.trapped.mat[male.web3.index,   
189.                1:length.months.trapped[male.web3.index]]) {   
190.           logit(p.male.web3[m]) <-   
191.             sigma.0 +   
192.             sigma.male * sex[male.web3.index] +          
193.             sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
194.             sigma.web.use[web[male.web3.index]]   
195.         }   
196.            
197.            
198.         # female at web 1   
199.         for(m in months.trapped.mat[female.web1.index,   
200.                1:length.months.trapped[female.web1.index]]) {   
201.           logit(p.female.web1[m]) <-   
202.             sigma.0 +   
203.             sigma.male * sex[female.web1.index] +          
204.             sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
205.             sigma.web.use[web[female.web1.index]]   
206.           }   
207.            
208.            
209.         # female at web 2   
210.          for(m in months.trapped.mat[female.web2.index,   
211.                 1:length.months.trapped[female.web2.index]]) {   
212.            logit(p.female.web2[m]) <-   
213.              sigma.0 +   
214.              sigma.male * sex[female.web2.index] +          
215.              sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
216.              sigma.web.use[web[female.web2.index]]   
217.          }   
218.            
219.            
220.         # female web 3   
221.         for(m in months.trapped.mat[female.web3.index,   
222.                1:length.months.trapped[female.web3.index]]) {   
223.           logit(p.female.web3[m]) <-   
224.             sigma.0 +   
225.             sigma.male * sex[female.web3.index] +          
226.             sigma.season.use[season[m]] +    
227.             sigma.web.use[web[female.web3.index]]   
228.         }   
229.            
230.            
231.         } # model  
 
 
 
 
 
